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Abstract  
We present a theory, based on the concept of active vision, for the fusion of informa- 
tion provided by different "shape from x" algorithms (here shading and texture), and a 
method for choosing the observer's activity optimizing ~he recovery of ~he shape. 

1 Introduct ion  
1.1 The "shape f rom x" p r o b l e m  

One of the main research themes in modern computer vision is the "shape from x" 
problem. Following the paradigm introduced by David Marr ([Marr82]), attempts have 
been made to study modules identified in the animal visual system which perform the 
extraction of the shape of observe d objects using cues such as shading, texture, motion 
or stereo. The last few years have seen many models and algorithms being proposed, 
still the problem is far from solved (see [Horn86] or [Aloim88] for extensive description of 
th e state of the field). Even assuming we eventually dispose of satisfying algorithms, the 
problem of deciding where and in which conditions to apply them remains unexplored. 
We propose here a general method for unification of shading and texture through an 
active observer mad apply it to current models of these modules. The use of the resulting 
algorithm is shown to be appropriate regardless of the intensity distribution in the image. 

1.2 The  active observer 

The concept of Active Perception was recently introduced in  [Bajcs86] and further an- 
alyzed in [Aloim87]. An active observer, when engaged in an activity (self motion, 
tracking, focusing,...), modifies the constraints underlying a given phenomenon (and 
the equations describing them) and thus creates new information that will help in elim- 
inating ambiguities, make the solution easier to get and often more reliable, that is, 
more robust. 

2 Unification of  the two modules  

The observer considered here is a monocular optical system (camera) we will represent 
by a classical pinhole model (optical center O, optical axis OZ, focal length f). A point 
M of the object projects in the image plane as m. Slightly abusing the notation, we will 

identify the coordinates vector M (resp. m) with the position vector ~ (resp ~m). 
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The following relations hold between M and m : 

0m 
m = M and 0 M  = 5 D where D = f - y  . (1) 

0 0 

The observer is moving with a known rigid motion compose d of a translation T and a 
rotat ion w (of associate skew/symmetric matrix fl).  A point M from the surface is seen 
with the apparent  velocity M = - f ~ M  - T.  The motion of its image (optical flow) is: 

d m  0 m  dM 1 
fn = dt - OM dt = 5 D ( - f t M - T ) "  (2) 

Since we want to reconstruct the shape of the surface (i.e. recover Z(x,y)),  an appar- 
ently simple idea would be to compute  the optical flow rh and report it in (2) to get Z 
for each (x, y) in the image. 

The traditional optical flow constraint used to relate image intensity data  to the un- 
known flow is 

dI OI 
d-t" = V I .  rh + -~- = O. (3) 

This equation merely states that  corresponding points have the same intensity. Even 
if we consider this model acceptable (for example, it doesn' t  take specularity into ac- 
count),  the problem of calculating the flow from this equation is known to be ill-posed. 
In order to compute  a regularized solution we would have to add unnatural  constraints 
(smoothness of the flow). Still, this method requires pointwise calculations of differen- 
tial operators  while the da ta  (intensity) are locally inaccura te .  On the other hand, the 
reliability of averages computed  on image windows is quite satisfying. This i s  why we 
introduce linear features ([Amari86]) in our theory. 

A linear feature is a 3-tuple LFI = (#t, ft, El) where ~l is an image window, the mea- 
suring function #t is a nice (differentiable) function defined over ~t, fl is defined as an 
integral over Zz 

f , =  / ~  g, I d s =  / ~  #t(x ,y)I(x ,y)dxdy.  
t l 

It can be proven that ,  in the case considered here, 

= pz I) ds = I Vpt • fn ds. 

If we now replace rh by the expresssion given in (2), we obtain: 

- ~ I V p t . ( D T ) d s  --- - f l  - I V p , . ( D n m ) d s .  (3) 
l 

We model 1/Z as a linear combination of simple differentiable functions (polynomials, 
Gabor  functions,...): 1/Z = )-~km__o ak ~Ok(X, y). 
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Reporting in (3), we obtain the final equation: 

[ IL ' ] 1 IL • D T ) d s  ak = --], --.] . D ~ m ) d s .  
k=O 

For each linear feature we obtain a linear equation in function of the ak's. The coeffi- 
dents of these equations axe determined by summations over whole image windows. In 
particular, no pointwise derivatives are computed, no a priori assumption is made on 
the variation of the intensity in the image: shading and texture are allowed to be mixed. 

3 Search of the best  ac t iv i ty  

We have seen that an active observer can create new information and will be able to 
solve problems which were ill-posed for a passive observer. But all activities are not 
equally good. The "best" possible activity is one which maximizes the stability of the 
solution (with respect to perturbations of the images or of the apparatus). Since the 
final equation (obtained by least squares minimization) is linear, a good criterion for 
measuring the stability of the result is the condition number of the equation's matrix: 
the determination of its maximum gives the best move for the observer. 

4 Conclusion 

We have presented here a theory for the extraztion of the shape of observed objects. 
Our approach combines the modules of shape from shading and shape from texture 
by fusing the information relevant to each of them (without segmentation). By using 
linear features, we avoid the pointwise computation of unreliable operators. Finally, we 
showed how to determine a motion that optimizes the stability of the equation, and 
therefore, the reliability of the solution. 
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